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Introduction 
Let I~ '~ = ll~n(Xl, . . . .  x,,) be the n-dimensional rithmetical space, n = 1,2 . . . . .  We denote 
by n" : l~l(x) x l~t(y) ~ ll~l(x) the product bundle, by Jkrr its jet bundle, k = O, 1, . . . .  By 
x, y, y ' , . . . ,  y~k) we denote standard coordinates in this jet bundle. 
We recall (see 1411) that the most general smooth invertible transformation f variables for an 
ordinary differential equation (ODE) is a contact ransformation. It is a local diffeomorphism of
the jet bundle J tn" into itself defined in standard coordinates by the formulas 
X = X(x,  y, y'), Y = Y(x, y, y'), Y' = (Yx + Y'Yr)/(Xx + y'Xy), (0.1) 
where functions X (x, y, y') and Y (x, y, y') satisfy the relation 
Yy,(x~ + y 'X  r) - xy,(v, + y'Vy) = o. 
Everywhere in this paper symbols Ah,...b, denote partial derivatives 0 k A/abl . . .  Obk. 
A local diffeomorphism of the jet bundle J°a" into itself is called a point transformation. In
standard coordinates it is defined by the formula 
X -- X (x, y), V = Y(x, y). (0.2) 
Any point transformation bviously prolongs to a contact ransformation. 
We say that two ODE are equivalent if there exists a transformation f variables transforming 
one of them into another. 
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It is well known that any 2nd order linear ODE is equivalent to the equation y" -- 0 (see 
[2,3]). In this paper it is proved that: 
- the dimension of the symmetry algebra of any 3rd order linear ODE is equal to one of the 
numbers 10, 5, 4; 
- any 3rd order linear ODE with 10-dimensional symmetry algebra is equivalent to the 
equation y"  = 0; 
- any 3rd order linear ODE with 5-dimensional symmetry algebra is equivalent to one of 
the equations of the following infinite series y"' = K • y' + y, K 6 Rl; 
- any 3rd order linear ODE with 4-dimensional symmetry algebra is equivalent to one of 
the equations of the following infinite series 
: _ _ ,,,] ' ' l [ (xu2 2(~) '+ -- y, Y'" [xu2 2(u)  + (_~)2]y,+ 2 \u , '  ~' 
where u is an arbitrary nowhere vanishing smooth function of x. 
As every 3rd order linear ODE can be transformed tothe form 
y"  = v(x) . y' + w(x) . y 
by some point transformation, we shall consider 3rd order linear ODE in this form only. 
(0.3) 
1.  Symmetry  
1.1. We recall some facts about classical symmetries of differential equations (see [4]). 
A vector field in the jet bundle J t zr is called a contact vectorfieM if its flow consists of contact 
transformations. It is easy to see that any contact vector field ¢ can be represented in the form 
~' ~- ~0 = -¢py,0x + (~p -- y'qgy,)O r + (~Px + y'~py)Oy,, 
where the function ~0 -- ~o(x, y. y') is called a generating function of this contact vector field. 
Let us subject an arbitrary contact vector field ~o to an arbitrary contact ransformation (0.1). 
As a result we get a new contact vector field. It is easy to verify that its generating function ¢, 
and the generating function ~0 are connected by the formula 
q~(X(x, y, y'), Y(x, y, y'), Y'(x, y, y')) = XxYy - X).Yx v' 
Xx + y'X r ~o(x, y, .  ). (1.1) 
Every contact ransformation can be prolonged in an obvious way to a diffeomorphism of the 
jet bundle Jkn., k = 2, 3, . . . .  It makes it possible to prolong any contact vector field/i~, to a 
vector field/~ in the jet bundle Jka'. 
A contact vector field ~, is called a (classical) symmetry of the kth order ODE ~1 if its 
prolongation ~ is tangent to the equation ~1 considered as a submanifold of the jet bundle jkn.. 
Let ODE ~J C Jkn" be defined by y{k~ = F(x, y, y' . . . . .  ytk-t)). Then the space of generating 
functions of symmetries of this equation is the space of solutions 9 = ~o(x, y, y') of the linear 
differential equation 
where 
+ ry, o +. . .  + F,.,,o,, O - Ok)( o) = o, 
a y, 0 D= a--£+ 0 ayCk_2 ) + F- - - - - -  0 
Oy(k-I)" 
(1.2) 
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1.2. A direct computation of solutions tp = ~(x, y, y') of the equation (1.2) corresponding to 
an arbitrary equation (0.3) leads to the following statement. 
Theorem 1. Assume that the coefficients of  the equation (0.3) are defined in a domain U, and 
d is the dimension of  the symmetry algebra of this equation. Then 
(1) d -- 10 i f  and only i fVx E U (v' - 2w)(x) = 0; then the general solution of  (l.2) is 
~o = ¢(y,)a + (/5 _ 2¢'y)y '  + (2¢" - v¢)y 9- + (C - /5 ' )y  + ?', 
where C E R l and ~, ~, ?" are solutions of  the equation (0.3); 
(2) d = 5 i f  and only i fVx ~ U (v' - 2w)(x) ~- 0 and the function (v' - 2w) -t/3 is a solution 
1 p of  the equation y"  = v. y' + iv  • y; then the general solution of(1.2) is 
~o = C l (v  ' - 2w)-l/Sy ' + [C 2 - Cl((u ' - 2w)-l/3)']y + ?', 
where C t , C 2 E I~ t , and ?" is a solution of  the equation (0.3); 
(3) d = 4 i f  and only i fYx  E U (v' - 2w)(x) ~: O and the function (v' - 2w) -1/3 is not a 
solution of  the equation y"' = v . y' + ½v' . y; then the general solution of( l .2) is 
tp = Cy + ?', 
where C ~ I~ l, and ?" is a solution of  the equation (0.3); 
Theorem 2. Let equations Y"' = V(X)  • Y' + W(X)  • Y and y'" = v(x) • y' + ~:J(x) . y have 
4 or 5-dimensional symmetry algebras. Then any transformation of variables t.'u~sforming one 
of  these equations into another is a point transJbrmation. 
Proof. Let there exist a contact transformation (0.1) transforming the lirst equation, Y"' = 
V (X) .  Y' + W(X) .  Y into the second equation, y'" = u(x). y' + u~(x) • y, and let the dimension 
of symmetry algebras of these equations be equal to 5 (proof for the case 4 is the same). Let 
{ill, ~2, f~s} be fundamental system of solutions of the first equation. Then Theorem 1 and 
formula (I. I) imply the relations 
Af21(X(x, y, y')) = Cl(v '  - 2w)°t/3y ' + [C~ - Cl((u'  - 2w)~t/3)']y + Ft, 
A~22(X(x, y, y')) = C~(v' - 2to)=l13y ' + [C 2 - C l ( (v  ' -  2w)=t/s)']y + ?'2, 
A~3(X(x,  y, y')) C:(v '  2w)-1/3y ' + [C 2 - Ct ( (v  ' -  2w)-t /3) ' ]y + ?'3 == - -  3 ' 
where A = ( X ~ + y' X y ) / ( X x Yv - X r Y~ ) and ?'1, ?'2, ?'3 are some solutions of the second equation 
and C~' i = 1,2, j = 1,2, 3, are real numbers. 
If at least one of the numbers C~, C~, C ~s is not equal to zero, for example C~ :~ 0, then the 
following relations are fulfilled: 
A ( "2  CI~'~ A("3  C~2l ) ' f3 (x ,Y ) .  
- "~Ta,,] = Y2(x, y),  - C-- T 
These relations imply the relation 
CIfl2 - C~1 f2(x, y) 
- - f3 (x ,  y )  " 
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The last one is equivalent to the relation 
.x,, =0. 
If X s, ~ 0, then C~f22 - C~fl, = C(C~f23 - C~f2]), where C is a real number. But this is 
impossible, because {fl~, f12, f13 } is a fundamental system of solutions. Hence X r, = 0. But this 
means that the contact ransformation is a prolongation of some point transformation. 
The argument is the same if all the numbers C~, C2 l, C3 l are equal to zero. [] 
2. Equ iva lence  prob lem 
Let us subject an arbitrary equation Y"' = V(X) .  Y' -Jr W(X) • Y to an arbitrary point 
transformation (0.2). As the result we will get the equation 
y,,, = u t . (y , , )2  + u 2 . yt, + / /3 ,  
where coefficients u I , u 2, u 3 are expressed through the variable y', the functions X (x, y), Y(x, y) 
defining the point transformation, their derivatives and the coefficients V, W. It is clear that if 
there exist a point transformation transforming the equation Y"' = V(X) .  Y'+ W(X).  Y into the 
equation y'" = v(x). ) '  + w(x). y then it must satisfy the system u ! = 0, u 2 = 0,/13 = vy' + wy 
of partial differential equations for unknown functions X (x, y), Y(x, y). The explicit form of 
this system is 
t X~.Y(, - (Xx + y'X~.)Y¢~., = 0, (2.1) 
t t ~ t ! ¢ t Y¢(Xt.~ + 2y'Xx~. + (y ) 'X  v,.) - 2(Y~r, + y Y~.).,)(Xt + y Xy) 
(2.2) 
P t ! - V~,(Xt + y'X~,) + (Y~ + y Y,)Xy = O, 
X~ + y'X~. , , , , 
y~X~I(X,~, + 2y X,~ + (y')2X,,)(F, + y Y~,) X,Y,. 
' - /Y '  '): ' v' (2.3) (Y , ,+~ , ,+(y  V , , ) (X ,+.  X,) 
+ (VY' + WY)(X.,. + y'X,.):~l = vy' + wy. 
Let us find compatibility conditions for this system. Solutions of the equation (2.1) in the form 
((}.2) are X = X(x), Y' = A(x, y)X'y' + B(x, y), A ~: O, B,. = 2AX" + A,X',  Ya = BX', 
Y,. = AX.~. Let us substitute these results into equation (2.2). Subsequent analysis gives 
X" C' 
X=X(x) ,  Y=KX'y+C(x) ,  Y '=Ky ' - t -K -~Ty+ X-';" K ~ IR\{0}. 
Finally we substitute the last expressions for X, Y and Y' into equation (2.3). As a result we get 
the following three equations: 
X" '  X" 2 
-2 (~r )  +( '~:7)  +(X ' ) "V -v=O.  (2.4, 
+ 7 + x"x 'v  + - . ,  = o. (2.5) 
\X'/ + X; X 7+X'C'V+(X')2CW=O" (2.6) 
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We subtract the equation (2.4) differentiated by x from doubled equation (2.5), As a result we 
get the equation 
(Vx - 2W)(X') 3 - (vx - 2w) = 0. (2.7) 
Now it is clear that existence of the common solution X (x) of the equations (2.7) and (2.4) is 
the compatibility condition for the system (2.1)-(2.3), 
This result leads to 
Theorem 3. The equations Y"' = V(X)  • Y' + W(X)  • Y and y'" = v(x) • y' + w(x)  • y are 
equivalent if and only i f  there exists a solution X (x) of  the ODE system (2.7), (2.4). 
I f  these equations are equivalent, the point transformation transforming the first of  them into 
the second one is 
X=X(x) ,  Y=K.X ' .y+C(x) ,  
where K ~ l~ \ {0}, and C(x)  is a solution of  
(C'/ X ' ) " -  (X"/ X') . (C ' /X ' ) ' -  X'C'V - (X')2CW --O. 
Proof. Theorem 2 implies the correctness of these statements for equations with 4 or 5 di- 
mensional symmetry algebras. For equations with l0 dimensional symmetry algebras we have 
V' - 2W -- O, v' - 2w =- O. Therefore for these equations the compatibility condition for the 
system (2.1)-(2.3) is satisfied. [] 
Corollary. I f  equations Y"' = V(X) .  Y' + W(X) .  Y and y'" = v (x ) .  y' + u)(x) • y are 
equivalent, the point transJbrmation transforming the first of  them into the second one can be 
chosen in the.fbrm 
X = X(x ) ,  Y = X ' .y ,  (2.8) 
where X (x) is a solution of the system (2.7), (2.4). 
3. Local classification 
3. I. Equations with i O-dimensional symmetry algebra 
As the equation y'" = 0 has 10 dimensional symmetry algebra, Theorem 3 implies 
Theorem 4 (Local classification of 3rd order linear ODE with 10-dimensional symmetry al- 
gebra). Any 3rd order linear ODE with lO-dimensional symmetry algebra is equivalent o the 
equation y"' = O. 
3.2. Differential invariant 
3.2.1. Each equation y"' = v(x)  • y' + w(x)  • y can be identified with the cross-section x 
(v(x),  w(x) )  of the product bundle r : IRl(x) x RE(v, w) --> ll~l(x). We denote standard 
coordinates in the jet bundle JkT,, k = I, 2 . . . . .  by x, v, w, v', u)', . . . , v (k), u) <~). 
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3.2.2. We will denote the pseudogroup of all local diffeomorphisms x ~ X (x) of the base 
IR ~ (x) by I". A differentiable action of this pseudogroup on the fiber bundle r is defined in the 
following way. It is not difficult to verify that every transformation f the form (2.8) transforms 
the equation of the form Y'" = V(X). Y' + W(X). Y into the equation y'" = v(x). y' + w(x) .y 
of the same form. The coefficients v and w of this equation are expressed through the coefficients 
V and W by the formulas 
-X  H t X ,t 2 
,3.,, 
x"(x"-, 
w = -\--~;1 + ~ -~7) + X"X'V + (X')3W, (3.2) 
see formulas (2.4) and (2.5). Formulas (3.1) and (3.2) define the differentiable action of the 
pseudogroup l" on the fiber bundle r. Differential prolongation of order k of these formulas 
defines an action of the pseudogroup F on the jet bundle Jkr, k = 0, i, 2 . . . . .  We note that a 
differentiable action of the pseudogroup r' on the fiber bundle zr is defined by the formula (2.8). 
3.2.3. The action of the pseudogroup 1"on the jet bundle Jkr, k = 0, 1,2 . . . . .  divides each of 
these jet bundles into orbits. We recall (see l i 1) that a function on the jet bundle Jkr is called a 
scalar differential invariant of a pseudogroup action if it is constant on each orbit. Now we will 
build the simplest scalar differential invariant of the action (3.1), (3.2). 
We shall suppose that the cross-sections under consideration (v(x), w(x)) satisfy the 
condition (v' w 2w)(x) # 0 for all x from the domain of definition. Let the cross-section 
(V(X), W(X)) be transformed into the cross-section (v(x), w(x)) by some transformation f 
the pseudogroup F'. Then functions v(x) and w(x) are expressed in terms of functions V (X (x)) 
and W(X (x)) by formulas (3.1) and (3.2). We subtract equation (3.1) differentiated by x from 
the doubled equation (3.2). As a result we get the equation X' = I(v~ .- 2w)/(Vx ~ 2W)] t/3. 
Let us substitute this X' into equation (3.1), The obtained identity can be transformed in such a 
way that its left-hand side is expressed in terms of X, V, W and its right-hand side is expressed 
in terms of x, v, u~: 
[~((Vx - 2W)x) (Vx - 2W)x) 2+V](Vx_2W)  -2/3 
 x-:w 
2 (v~ -2W)x 1 (Vx-2W)x 2 v](v~ 2w) -2/3 (3.3) 
Let us introduce function i = I (v, w . . . .  ) of components v and w of a cross-section 
(v(x), w(x)) and their derivatives by the formula 
9,  ,, ) + - , . ,  ,34, = - 2w) " 3', V'~ 
Then the equality (3.3) can be written as 
I(V, W . . . .  )(X(x)) = l(o, w . . . .  )(x). 
It means that the function I is a scalar differential invariant of the pseudogroup 1". 
(3.5) 
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3.3. Equations with 5-dimensional symmetry algebra 
We will suppose in this section that r.he equations under consideration, y"' = o (x). y' + w (x). y 
satisfy the condition (v' - 2w)(x) # O for all x from the domain of definition. 
Proposition 1. The dimension of the symmetry algebra of the equation y'" = v(x). y' + w(x).  y 
is equal to 5 if and only if its invariant 1 (v, w , . . .  ) is a constant. 
Proof. From Theorem 1 it follows that the equations y'" = v(x) • y' + w(x) • y with 5- 
dimensional symmetry algebra have a symmetry with the generating function of the form 
tp = (o' - 2w)- l /3y ' + [(v' - 2w)-l/3]'y. The flow of transformations corresponding to this 
symmetry consists of transformations of the form (2.8), It means that the invariant I (v, w . . . .  ) 
is a constant. 
Conversely, let the invariant 1 (o, w . . . .  ) be a constant. Let u = (v' - 2w) -1/3. Then the 
invariant ! (v, w , . . .  ) can be rewritten in the form / (v, w , . . .  ) = -2u"u + (u') 2 + vu 2. There- 
fore dl  (v ,  w . . . .  ) /dx  = -2u(u"  - vu'  - ½v'u). It means, since u # 0, that the condition 
d l  (v, w . . . .  ) /dx  = 0 is equivalent o the condition of Theorem 1, guaranteeing that the sym- 
metry algebra of the initial equation is 5-dimensional. [] 
Proposition 2. Equat ions  Y'" = V(X)  • Y' + W(X)  • Y and  y'" = v (x )  • y' + u,(x)  • y with 
5-dimensional symmetry algebras are equivalent if and only if the invariant ! ( V, W . . . .  ) is 
equal to l (v, w, . . . ) .  
Proof. Necessity is obvious. Sufficiency: The equality (3.5) for these equations means that 
substitution of the expression X' = [(v' - 2w)/(V '  - 2W)] I/3 from the equation (2.7) into the 
equation (2.4) leads to identity. Therefore any solution X (x) of the ODE (2.7) is a solution of 
tile ODE (2.4). It means that the condition oi: the Theorem 3 is satisfied. [] 
This statement and the formula (3.4) make possible a choice of a "simplest" representative, 
for example the equation y'" = 2 2/3 Ky' + y, in the equivalence class of the equation y"' = 
v(x) • y' + u~(x) • y with constant invariant ! (o, u~ . . . .  ) equal to K. Thus we have got 
Theorem 5 (Local classification of 3rd order linear ODE with 5-dimensional symmetry algebra). 
( I ) Ifnumbers K i and K2 are not equal then the equations y"' = K t. y' + y and y'" = K2. y' + y 
are not equivalent. 
(2) Any 3rd order linear ODE with 5-dimensional symmetry algebra is equivalent to some 
equation y'" = K • y' + y, K ~ I~. 
3.4. Equations with 4-dimensional symmetry algebra 
In this section we suppose that the equations under consideration, y"' = v(x).  y' + w(x) • y, 
satisfy the same condition (v ' -  2w)(x) # 0 as in the previous ection. 
Let the equation y'" = v(x) • y' + to(x) • y have 4-dimensional symmetry algebra. Then the 
function ! (v, w, ,  . . .  )(x) can be taken as the new independent variable in some neighbourhood 
of any point x such that ! (v, w . . . .  )'(x) ,:¢: 0. Below we will additionaly suppose that all 
considered equations y'" = v(x ) .  y' + w(x) .  y with 4-dimensional symmetry algebra are 
defined in such a neighborhood. 
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Let us transform the equation y'" = v(x). y' + w(x).  y with 4-dimensional symmetry algebra 
by the transformation i verse to .~ = i (v, w . . . .  )(x), ~y = 1 (v, w . . . .  )'. y. As a result we get 
the equation 5,'" = v(-~)5" + t~(.~)~,. We will call it the canonical form of the initial equation. 
Proposition 3. Equations Y'" = V(X) .  Y' + W(X) .  Y and y'" = v(x) • y' + w(x) • y are 
equivalent if and only if they have the same canonical form. 
Proof. Suppose that equations Y" = V(X)  . Y' + W(X)  . Y and y"' = v(x) . y' + w(x)  . y are 
equivalent. Then the equality (3.5) for their canonical forms is ,~" (.~) = .~. It means that ,~" (.~) is 
the identity function. The formulas (3.1) and (3.2) imply now f' (,~) = fi(2) and if' (,~') = fi,(j). 
Necessity is proved. Sufficiency is obvious. [] 
It is obvious, that equation y"  = v(x) • y' -t- w(x) • y is incanonical form if and only if the 
identity 
/ (v, w . . . .  )(x) ~- x (3.6) 
holds. 
Let the equation y'" = v(x) • y' + w(x) • y be in canonical form. We set u = (v' - 2w)  1/3. 
Then from (3.4) it follows that the coefficients v and m can be expressed through u as 
The following statement is proved by a direct verification of the identity (3.6). 
Proposition 4. Any equation 
' "  : ' ("'/al v '  ' = 2('-'/' " / :  ' -  • . + [(x,,: +( : . )  ,,,1 
where u is an arbitrary nowhere wmishing smooth]imction ofx is in ca,onical]brm. 
From this we obtain the statement. 
(3.7) 
Theorem 6 (Local classification of 3rd order linear ODE with 4-dimensional symmetry algebra). 
(I) Assume that fimctions ul and uz are nowhere vanishing and not equal one to another in 
some neighbourhood, then corresponding equations of the form (3.7) are not equivalent. 
(2) Any 3rd order linear ODE with 4-dimensional symmetry algebra is equivalent to some 
equation of the Jbrm (3.7). 
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